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RiSE OF THE PLAnET OF THE APES

rebooT & Go ape!

The coMpleTe “planeT of
The apes” rebooT series:
rise of The planeT of The apes
DaWn of The planeT of The apes
War for The planeT of The apes

June 29-30. 2018

T H E C L E V E L A N D I N S T I T U T E O F A R T C I N E M AT H E Q U E
11610 EUCLID AVENUE, UNIVERSITY CIRCLE, CLEVELAND OHIO 44106

The Cleveland Institute of Art Cinematheque is Cleveland’s alternative

film theater. Founded in 1986, the Cinematheque presents movies

in CIA’s Peter B. Lewis Theater at 11610 Euclid Avenue in the Uptown

district of University Circle. This new, 300-seat theater is equipped with a

4K digital cinema projector, two 35mm film projectors, and 7.1 Dolby Dig-

ital sound. Free, lighted parking for filmgoers is available in two CIA lots

located off E. 117th Street: Lot 73 and the Annex Lot. (Those requiring
disability parking should use Lot 73.) Enter the building through Entrance

C (which faces Lot 73) or Entrance A (which faces E.116th).

Unless noted, admission to each screening is $10; Cinematheque
members, CIA and Cleveland State University I.D. holders, and

those age 25 & under $7. A second film on the same day generally costs
A MiDSUMMER niGHT’S DREAM

eXcepTional classic anD conTeMporarY filMs

bY John eWinG, CinEMATHEQUE DiRECTOR

T

PREMiERE SHOWCASE
May 3 – July 1 (16 films)

he first Cleveland showings of acclaimed new international films by
Michael Haneke, Alex Ross Perry, Hong Sang-soo, Bruno Dumont, and
others.
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THE PUPPET MASTER:
THE FiLMS OF Jiří TRnkA

May 12 – June 9 (5 different programs)

he Cinematheque has shown many films over the years by Czech animators karel Zeman (The Fabulous World of Jules Verne) and Jan
Švankmajer (Alice). But the great postwar Czech animator who helped pave
the way for these two artists’ success, Jiří Trnka (1912-1969), has until now
escaped our attention. This is largely because good copies—or any
copies—of Trnka’s major films were unavailable in the U.S. But a new touring exhibition of the filmmaker’s complete output remedies that. The Film
Society of Lincoln Center will present “The Puppet Master: The Complete
Jiří Trnka” between April 20 and 25 in new York City. After that, four of his
features and nine of his shorts (about half of the exhibition, and Trnka’s key
works) will come to Cleveland.
Trnka was a versatile artist—a painter, sculptor, draughtsman, woodcarver, writer, illustrator, and stage designer who operated a puppet theater
until the start of WWii and turned to movies after the war. Though his early
animated shorts used such traditional techniques as drawings and cutouts,
he soon introduced his beloved puppets (not marionettes but figurines) to
his stop-motion films, and the rest is history. With subjects ranging from social satires and celebrations of Czech life and culture to ambitious literary
adaptations and critiques of totalitarianism, the prolific, protean Trnka became a formidable, influential figure, acclaimed around the world. no wonder he was known as “the Walt Disney of Eastern Europe.”
This touring retrospective is produced by Comeback Company, originated at the Film Society of Lincoln Center. Curated by Irena Kovarova.
Films provided by the Czech National Film Archive. All photos courtesy of
Czech National Film Archive. Program descriptions partially derived from
film notes written by Andy Lauer.
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TRiLOGY OF FAiTH & SUMMER WiTH inGMAR

nOVEMBER

rom time to time, strangers and people who know i run the Cinematheque
ask me, “What should i see this weekend?” or “What are you showing now
that’s good?”
Before replying to them out loud, i think to myself, “You don’t want to know.”
it’s not that they don’t want to know what they should see or what’s good.
They do. What they don’t want to know is my real answer to those two questions, which i usually keep to myself: “Everything.”
Yes, i think people should want to see everything that’s shown at the Cinematheque. And that’s because everything we show is good.
is it surprising i feel this way? it shouldn’t be. After all, i am the Cinematheque Director and i make the final decision about which films we present. Why
would i program something that is not worth seeing?
There are generally four types of movies screened at the Cinematheque. The
first type is new movies from around the world that receive their Cleveland theatrical premieres exclusively at the Cinematheque. (Usually, our showings are
these films’ only theatrical screenings in the region.) There are generally two
Cleveland premieres every weekend. Although i have not personally previewed
each of them (i prefer my initial encounter with a movie to be in a theater with
an audience), i have read about each one, know and admire the director’s previous work, or respect the venues that have shown it in other cities. All this gives
me enough information to decide whether i want to bring the movie to Cleveland. if you doubt the wisdom of this programming approach, look up one of the
films in our “Premiere Showcase” series on Rotten Tomatoes or Metacritic. You
may be surprised by the high critics’ ratings garnered by these unknown, “no
name” movies. Clearly, every exceptional new film does not debut in Cleveland
at the Cedar Lee, Cleveland international Film Festival, Capitol, or Cleveland
Museum of Art.
The second category of movies shown at the Cinematheque consists of classic films from around the world. Since the Cinematheque’s purview is not just
new cinema, but world cinema past and present, “old” films by major directors
fill a lot of our slots. And why not? We want to keep great movies that advanced
the art of cinema alive and relevant, and we want to educate our audience about
film’s rich history. Besides, few artistic experiences are as satisfying as discovering, or rediscovering, a masterpiece from a previous decade—especially one
seen in a pristine new restoration, or in a gorgeous, vintage 35mm film print. We
offer oodles of such opportunities year round.
The third type of films we screen consists of movies in touring retrospectives.
Sometimes these are new works, but generally they are classics, making this
category a subset of the previous one. When i co-founded the Cinematheque
over three decades ago, the main impetus was to establish a venue in Cleveland that could host the important touring film series—the movie-world
equivalent of blockbuster art exhibitions like king Tut or Yayoi kusama’s infinity
Mirrors—that were traveling to other major American cities but bypassing the
region between new York and Chicago. it was important to present these touring
shows because they almost always contained major works that could be seen
only as part of the exhibition. (These films were undistributed in the U.S. and in
the country only temporarily, often in pristine copies.) We have hosted many
major traveling film retrospectives over the past 32 years. These thematic series
are usually programmed vertically, with one or two movies from the exhibition
screened over a period of 3-8 weeks. The latest film tour, showing in May and
June, is devoted to the late, great Czech stop-motion animator and puppet-film
master Jiří Trnka. All the shorts and features in this “season” come from the
Czech Republic, making our screenings once-in-a-lifetime events for most
Clevelanders. Some of the movies will be shown from 35mm archival prints.
Second-run movies constitute the fourth and final category of films shown at
the Cinematheque. These include acclaimed new films that premiered in Cleveland at other venues but ended their runs before a lot of people could see them.
Sometimes they are films that showed only once or twice at the Cinematheque,
but generated enough positive word of mouth to warrant return engagements.
included in our ongoing “Second Look” series, these movies are some of our
most popular attractions.
One can see from all this that the movies we present are all vetted by curators or film scholars, praised by film critics, or embraced by audiences. We’re
not just showing random weird and obscure films, as some seem to believe.
So let’s return to the questions posed at the beginning of this column. What
are we showing now that’s good? Everything. What should you see this weekend? That depends on your own interests, personal preferences, free time, and
money. We’ve done our job, which is to provide a rich array of quality cinema to
choose from. now it’s up to you to decide.
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HiTLER’S HOLLYWOOD

CINEMA

$7. For further information, call (216) 421-7450,

O

May 3 – June 23 (6 films)

ur year-long celebration of ingmar Bergman’s centenary continues with
two more short series of essential works by the great Swedish filmmaker. in May we screen three existential classics from the early 1960s that
are frequently grouped together. Variously called the “Silence of God trilogy,”
the “God and Man trilogy,” the “Religious trilogy,” or, in our case, the “Trilogy
of Faith,” these films chart, in Bergman’s word, a metaphysical “reduction”—
from belief in a higher power to emptiness. (Bergman wrote of “certainty
achieved” in Through a Glass Darkly, “certainty unmasked” in Winter Light,
and “God’s silence” in The Silence.) A sunnier outlook (well, kind of) is rendered in the trio of formative Bergman works showing in June’s series “Summer with ingmar.” Summertime has always been significant to the Swedes,
and is depicted in many Swedish films, but rarely as evocatively as in the
three Bergman classics we will screen around the Summer Solstice.
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May 6 – July 1 (24 different programs)

ecent and older classic films (by Paul Thomas Anderson, Christopher
nolan, Alfred Hitchcock, kenji Mizoguchi, et al.) in new digital restorations or vintage 35mm prints. Plus a special two-day engagement of the
complete Planet of the Apes reboot series!
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becoMe a cineMaTheQue MeMber
or a Donor or boTh!

i want (check one or more):

___ to become a cinematheque member and save at least $2 off regular admission prices (and
receive the cinematheque calendar in the mail) for one full year. Memberships cost $35 and are
issued to individuals only. They are not transferable. Fill out the form below and mail it, along with a check
to the Cinematheque. A membership card good for a full year from the date of purchase, will be mailed
to you. $20 student and senior (65 and over) memberships are also available, but only at the boxoffice,
after presentation of proper i.D.

___ to become a cinematheque donor and support the cinematheque with a cash gift over and
above the cost of my membership—or in lieu of membership in order to receive the cinematheque calendar in the mail. Fill out the form below and mail it to the Cinematheque along with your check.
Those who donate at least $5 will receive the Cinematheque calendar in the mail for one year.
name _______________________________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________

City______________________________________________ State _______ Zip_____________

Email ________________________________________ Phone __________________________

Membership amount enclosed __________________ Donation Enclosed __________________

Make checks out and mail to: The Cleveland institute of Art Cinematheque, 11610 Euclid Avenue,
Cleveland, OH, 44106. Thank you for your support!

THE CLEVELAnD inSTiTUTE OF ART CinEMATHEQUE

april 22-27: chanGes & aDDiTions
sunday, april 22, at 2:15 pm (was 6:30 pm)
film classics in 35mm!
The VirGin’s beD
LE LiT DE LA ViERGE
France, 1969, Philippe Garrel

This early Philippe Garrel feature is a hippie update of the new Testament, with Zouzou playing
both Mary and Mary Magdalene, Pierre Clémenti
as Jesus, and the director himself as an apostle.
new scope print! Cleveland revival premiere.
Subtitles. 95 min. Special admission $11; members, CIA & CSU I.D. holders, and those age 25
& under $8. No passes, twofers, or radio winners.

sunday, april 22, at 6:30 pm (added film)
film classics in 35mm!
Melancholia
Denmark/Sweden/France/Germany, 2011,
Lars von Trier

Winner of the European Film Award for best film of
2011, Lars von Trier’s apocalyptic fantasy is a visually stunning drama with an all-star cast: kirsten
Dunst, Charlotte Gainsbourg, kiefer Sutherland,
Charlotte Rampling, John Hurt, et al. The film follows two sisters at a disastrous dusk-to-dawn wedding reception at a lavish estate. After the party,
they remain on the property as a rogue planet hurtles toward earth on a possible collision course.
This moody movie memorably employs music
from Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde. in English.
Scope print! 136 min. Special admission $11;
members, CIA & CSU I.D. holders, and those age
25 & under $8. No passes, twofers, or college
radio winners. Shown as part of the Cleveland Orchestra’s two-week festival “The Ecstasy of Tristan
and Isolde.” Special thanks to Mark Williams.
sunday, april 22, at 9:00 pm (was 8:25 pm)
24 fraMes
See 4/19 at 6:45 for description

friday, april 27, at 9:30 pm (added film)
The MaGician
aka THE FACE
AnSikTET
Sweden, 1958, ingmar Bergman
in 19th-century Stockholm, a traveling mesmerist
and magician (Max von Sydow) runs afoul of a
thoroughly rational, local medical examiner (Gunnar Björnstrand) who thinks he is a con man. A
game of wits ensues. ingmar Bergman’s gothic
fable—part comedy, part horror film—is really an
allegory about science and the supernatural.
“One of [Bergman’s] most genuinely enjoyable
films.” –Time Out Film Guide. Cleveland revival
premiere. Subtitles. Restored DCP. 101 min.

MaY 3-6

Thursday, May 3, at 6:45 pm &
friday, May 4, at 9:25 pm
ThrouGh a Glass DarKlY
SÅSOM i En SPEGEL
Sweden, 1961, ingmar Bergman

The first part of ingmar Bergman’s “Trilogy of
Faith” focuses on a young schizophrenic woman
(Harriet Andersson) whose often-absent father
(Gunnar Björnstrand) and ineffectual husband
(Max von Sydow) do nothing to halt her descent
into madness. Oscar winner for best foreign language film. Cleveland revival premiere. Subtitles.
Restored DCP. 91 min. Bergman’s trilogy continues over the next two weekends.
Thursday, May 3, at 8:40 pm &
sunday, May 6, at 8:30 pm
MinD GaMe
Japan, 2004, Masaaki Yuasa, kôji Morimoto

This psychedelic anime feature, a longtime cult
favorite, is only now being released in the U.S. An
aspiring manga artist too geeky and timid to pursue his longtime crush takes a yakuza’s bullet in
the butt, propelling him into the next world. There
his life (and a lot more) passes before his eyes—
until a polymorphous Creator grants him a second chance. This wildly inventive and
unpredictable head trip is “a mind-blowing experience” (Film Threat). no one under 18 admitted.
Cleveland premiere. Subtitles. DCP. 103 min.

friday, May 4, at 7:15 pm &
sunday, May 6, at 4:00 pm
happY enD
France/Austria/Germany, 2017, Michael Haneke

Amour co-stars isabelle Huppert and Jean-Louis
Trintignant are reunited with director Michael
Haneke in this chilly, sardonic, darkly funny tale
of a wealthy, dysfunctional family in present-day
Calais. The European migrant crisis provides a
barbed backdrop to the activities of this self-absorbed clan that lives pretty much in a bourgeois
bubble. Austria’s official entry for this year’s foreign film Oscar. “Stark, brilliant and unforgiving.”
–The Guardian. Cleveland premiere. Subtitles.
DCP. 107 min.
friday, May 4, at 9:25 pm
ThrouGh a Glass DarKlY
See 5/3 at 6:45 for description

saturday, May 5, at 1:00 pm
russo-raMa
A special event featuring filmmakers Anthony and
Joe Russo in person. For more information, visit
cia.edu/cinematheque.
sunday, May 6, at 4:00 pm
happY enD
See 5/4 at 7:15 for description

eration of French citizens. in this acclaimed new
essay film, a Brazilian moviemaker combines amateur and professional footage of France’s May
‘68 uprising with extraordinary clips from two of
the 1960s other major revolutions—in Czechoslovakia, where Russian tanks crushed the Prague
Spring in August ‘68, and in China, where Mao’s
Cultural Revolution uprooted families in the name
of “progress.” A thoughtful voiceover narration
comments on the “now” and the “then.” “Melancholy, inspiring and evocative.” –J. Hoberman.
Cleveland premiere. Subtitles. DCP. 127 min.
Thursday’s show will be introduced at 6:30 by
Grace An, Associate Professor of French and
Cinema Studies at Oberlin College.
Thursday, May 10, at 9:10 pm &
sunday, May 13, at 6:30 pm
WinTer liGhT
aka THE COMMUniCAnTS
nATTVARDSGÄSTERnA
Sweden, 1963, ingmar Bergman

in the second part of ingmar Bergman’s “Trilogy
of Faith” (see 5/3 at 6:45), Gunnar Björnstrand
plays a village pastor undergoing a spiritual crisis.
He finds it increasingly difficult to minister to his
dwindling flock. With Max von Sydow, ingrid
Thulin, and Gunnel Lindblom. Cleveland revival
premiere. Subtitles. Restored DCP. 80 min.
Bergman’s trilogy concludes next weekend.
no filMs fri., 5/11

saturday, May 12, at 5:00 pm
The cZech Year
ŠPALiČEk
Czechoslovakia, 1947, Jiří Trnka

Jiří Trnka’s first animated feature—“an absolute
revelation,” according to the Dictionary of Films—
is a stop-motion celebration of Czech music,
dance, folklore, and customs chronicling a year
of life in a rural village. “A deeply magical film fantasy.” -Jean-Pierre Coursodon. Cleveland revival
premiere. Subtitles. Restored DCP. 78 min. Preceded at 5:00 by Trnka’s 15-min. The Gift (Dárek,
1946, subtitles). Special admission $11; members, CIA & CSU I.D. holders, and those age 25
& under $8. No passes, twofers, or radio winners.

sunday, May 6, at 8:30 pm
MinD GaMe
See 5/3 at 8:40 for description

MaY 10-13

Thursday, May 10, at 6:30 pm &
sunday, May 13, at 8:15 pm
Grace an introduces
in The inTense noW
nO inTEnSO AGORA
Brazil, 2017, João Moreira Salles

Student protests and a general strike erupted in
Paris 50 years ago this month, impacting a gen-

saturday, May 19, at 5:00 pm
film classics in 35mm!
imported archival print!
The eMperor’s niGhTinGale
CíSAřŮV SLAVík
Czechoslovakia, 1948, Jiří Trnka, Miloš Makovec

A Chinese emperor prefers his mechanical
nightingale to a real one in this colorful and imaginative stop-motion adaptation of a Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale. no dialogue. 72 min.
Preceded at 5:00 by Trnka’s 12-min. The Two
Frosts (Dva mrazíci, 1954, subtitles, DCP) featuring the voices of Czech comedians Vlasta Burian
and Jan Werich. Special admission $12; members, CIA & CSU I.D. holders, and those age 25
& under $9. No passes, twofers, or radio winners.

saturday, May 19, at 6:45 pm &
sunday, May 20, at 8:30 pm
oh lucY!
Japan/USA, 2017, Atsuko Hirayanagi

This new comedy drama, which has a 100% critics’ rating on Rotten Tomatoes, focuses on Setsuko, an emotionally unfulfilled, middle-aged
Tokyo salarywoman. At the urging of her young
niece, Setsuko enrolls in an unorthodox Englishlanguage class that requires her to don a blonde
wig and adopt an “American” alter ego, Lucy. She
also develops a crush on her instructor (Josh
Hartnett). So when he absconds to California with
the niece, Setsuko chases after them. “Critic’s
Pick…An against-the-odds charmer…By turns
tender, plaintive, heartfelt and joyful.” –NY Times.
Cleveland premiere. Subtitles. DCP. 96 min.

saturday, May 19, at 8:45 pm &
sunday, May 20, at 6:30 pm
The silence
TYSTnADEn
Sweden, 1963, ingmar Bergman

saturday, May 12, at 7:00 pm
film classics in 35mm!
phanToM ThreaD
Uk/USA, 2017, Paul Thomas Anderson

Ten years after their electrifying collaboration in
There Will Be Blood, Daniel Day-Lewis and Paul
Thomas Anderson work together again. The result is one of the very best films of the past year.
Tonight, for the first time in Cleveland, you can
see it the way PTA shot it—on beautiful 35mm
film! Set in 1950s London, Phantom Thread is a
tale of love and obsession—about an exacting,
temperamental, high-end fashion designer and
the two women, his business manager sister
(Lesley Manville) and his model and muse (Vicky
krieps), who have managed to penetrate his forbidding, fastidious world. 130 min. Special admission $11; members, CIA & CSU I.D. holders, and
those age 25 & under $8. No passes, twofers, or
radio winners. Special thanks to Ghoulardi Film
Company and Focus Features.
saturday, May 12, at 9:30 pm &
sunday, May 13, at 4:15 pm
GolDen eXiTs
USA/Greece, 2017, Alex Ross Perry

Emily Browning, Adam Horovitz, Mary-Louise
Parker, Jason Schwartzman, and Chloë Sevigny
star in the new film from the director of Listen Up
Philip and Queen of Earth. it tells of a 25-year-old
Australian woman who spends a semester in
new York interning with an archivist. But her presence upsets the delicate balance within two different families living in the same Brooklyn
neighborhood. “Transfixing.” –New Republic.
Cleveland theatrical premiere. DCP. 94 min.
sunday, May 13, at 6:30 pm
WinTer liGhT
See 5/10 at 9:10 for description
sunday, May 13, at 8:15 pm
in The inTense noW
See 5/10 at 6:30 for description

MaY 17-20

Thursday, May 17, at 6:45 pm &
friday, May 18, at 9:30 pm
DiD You WonDer Who fireD The Gun?
USA, 2017, Travis Wilkerson

in 1946, Alabama klansman S.E. Branch murdered unarmed black man Bill Spann and got
away with it. 70 years later, Branch’s great-grandson, filmmaker Travis Wilkerson, attempts to uncover the truth behind this horrific incident and the
society that allowed it to happen. Acting as both
narrator and guide, Wilkerson takes us on a journey through the American South, touching on the
Recy Tayor case, To Kill a Mockingbird, and the
music of Janelle Monáe and Phil Ochs while spinning a chilling tale about his own family’s history.
“An overwhelming experience.” –The New Yorker.
Cleveland premiere. DCP. 90 min.

sunday, May 6, at 6:30 pm
film classics in 35mm!
GooD TiMe
USA, 2017, Josh & Benny Safdie

Voted the best film of 2017 by Film Comment magazine, this dazzling crime film by nYC’s Safdie
brothers follows a petty criminal (Robert Pattinson)
who desperately tries to free his developmentally
disabled brother (Benny Safdie) from police custody after a botched bank robbery. Shot on film,
Good Time will show from the distributor’s sole
35mm color print. With Jennifer Jason Leigh. “A
swift, relentless chase thriller.” –L.A. Times. Scope.
100 min. Special admission $11; members, CIA &
CSU I.D. holders, and those age 25 & under $8. No
passes, twofers, or radio winners.

aDMission prices
Unless noted, admission to each film is $10;
members, CiA & CSU i.D. holders, and those
age 25 & under $7. An additional film on the
same day costs an extra $7 (or the member
price for that movie).

Thursday, May 17, at 8:35 pm &
friday, May 18, at 7:15 pm
noVeMber
Estonia/netherlands/Poland, 2017, Rainer Sarnet

This strange, stunningly shot monochrome folk
tale is set in a plague-ravaged 19th-century Estonia, where a farm girl yearns for a village boy
who in turn yearns for a visiting baroness. These
two young lovers are willing to do anything to realize their hearts’ desires—and with spirits,
witches, werewolves, and even the Devil himself
in the vicinity, the transformative possibilities are
endless. This one-of-a-kind black-comedy fantasy, which won the cinematography prize at the
Tribeca Film Festival and was Estonia’s official
submission for this year’s Oscar for best foreign
language film, is based on Andrus kivirähk’s bestselling novel Rehepapp. “Braids together the primordial and the divine in endlessly surprising
ways.” –L.A. Times. Cleveland premiere. Subtitles. DCP. 115 min.
friday, May 18, at 9:30 pm
DiD You WonDer Who fireD The Gun?
See 5/17 at 6:45 for description

ingmar Bergman’s overtly erotic conclusion to his
celebrated “Trilogy of Faith” (see 5/3 at 6:45 &
5/10 at 9:10) focuses on two sisters—a seriously
ill lesbian (ingrid Thulin) and a promiscuous
mother with a young son (Gunnel Lindblom)—
both staying at a mostly vacant hotel in an unnamed foreign city threatened by war. Dark,
cryptic, and unforgettable, the film encountered
censorship problems around the world. But we
will show the original uncut version. Cleveland revival premiere. Subtitles. Restored DCP. 96 min.
sunday, May 20, at 4:00 pm
DJanGo
France, 2017, Etienne Comar

This lavish new biopic that opened the 2017 Berlin
Film Festival (and proved a hit at the Cleveland
Museum of Art in February) dramatizes how legendary Gypsy guitarist Django Reinhardt evaded
the nazis in WWii Paris. With Reda kateb and Cécile de France. “A handsomely made affair with
one of the best scores imaginable.” –Hollywood
Reporter. Subtitles. DCP. 117 min.
sunday, May 20, at 6:30 pm
The silence
See 5/19 at 8:45 for description
sunday, May 20, at 8:30 pm
oh lucY!
See 5/19 at 6:45 for description

MaY 24-27

Thursday, May 24, at 6:45 pm &
saturday, May 26, at 7:00 pm
resToreD laurel & harDY shorTs
USA, 1927-32, Clyde Bruckman, James Parrott

in 2016 we showed 14 newly restored Laurel &
Hardy short comedies and features, part of a major
L&H library restoration project overseen by former
film dealer Jeff Joseph. That work continues, and
this week and next we screen the effort’s latest
fruits: five more two- and three-reel comedies and
arguably the duo’s funniest feature (see 6/3 at
4:15). The four shorts in this program, among the
team’s very best, include: Clyde Bruckman’s The
Battle of the Century (1927), a long, partly lost
silent (now complete) with perhaps the screen’s
greatest pie fight; James Parrott’s Brats (1930), in
which Stan & Ollie play both adult fathers and their
own children; Parrott’s Hog Wild (1930), in which
the two try to install a rooftop antenna; and Parrott’s The Chimp (1932), in which Stan & Ollie take
possession of a chimpanzee when a circus folds.
Restored DCP. Total 84 min.

Thursday, May 24, at 8:30 pm &
friday, May 25, at 7:00 pm
are We noT caTs
USA, 2016, Xander Robin

in this stylish, inventive, and somewhat icky indie
romance, a luckless nYC nobody loses his girlfriend, job, and apartment in quick succession.
Moving upstate, he falls for a kooky young
woman who shares his strange compulsion:
pulling out and eating hair! “Promising and uncompromising…There’s more than enough cinematic chutzpah on display here to confirm the
Floridian writer-director as a name to watch.”
–Hollywood Reporter. Adults only! Cleveland premiere. Blu-ray. 78 min.

friday, May 25, at 8:40 pm &
sunday, May 27, at 8:45 pm
blaDe runner 2049
USA/Uk/Hungary/Canada, 2017, Denis Villeneuve

Was Canadian filmmaker Denis Villeneuve crazy
to have agreed to make the sequel to one of the
most beloved and influential cult sci-fi films of all
time? Maybe not. His acclaimed follow-up not
only honors the original in terms of story, cast,
themes, music, and “look” but also takes the saga
into bold new directions. Set 30 years after the
events of the first movie (see 5/27 at 6:30), the
new film stars Ryan Gosling as a blade runner
who makes a major discovery that could affect
the future of both human beings and bioengineered, humanoid replicants. With Harrison Ford,
Robin Wright, Edward James Olmos, Jared Leto,
et al. 4k DCP. 164 min.

saturday, May 26, at 5:00 pm
olD cZech leGenDs
STARÉ POVĔSTi ČESkÉ
Czechoslovakia, 1952, Jiří Trnka

Seven historic Czech legends involving slaves, a
wild boar, a women’s revolt, and lust for gold are
brought to stunning stop-motion life in this rousing
folkloric spectacle that features a veritable “cast
of thousands” (all figurines). The climactic battle
against attacking wolves and birds is worthy of
kurosawa! “Old Czech Legends was for Trnka
what The Nibelungen was for Fritz Lang: an epic
full of noble deeds.” –Dictionary of Films. Cleveland revival premiere. Subtitles. Restored DCP.
91 min. Preceded at 5:00 by Trnka’s 8-min. The
Animals and the Brigands (Zviřátka a petrovští,
1946, subtitles). Special admission $11; members, CIA & CSU I.D. holders, and those age 25
& under $8. No passes, twofers, or radio winners.

THE CLEVELAnD inSTiTUTE OF ART CinEMATHEQUE

parKinG & More info
Free parking for filmgoers is available in the
Cleveland institute of Art’s Lot 73 and Annex
Lot. Both are accessed from E. 117th Street,
off Euclid Avenue. (Handicapped patrons
should park in Lot 73.) Enter the CiA through
buliding entrances C or A. For further information, visit cia.edu, call (216) 421-7450, or email
cinema@cia.edu

saturday, June 2, at 7:00 pm &
sunday, June 3, at 6:30 pm
claire’s caMera
LA CAMÉRA DE CLAiRE
France/South korea, 2017, Hong Sang-soo

in this sunny new comedy from South korea’s prolific Hong Sang-soo (On the Beach at Night Alone),
isabelle Huppert plays Claire, a French schoolteacher with a Polaroid camera. On her first visit to
Cannes, Claire meets Manhee (kim Min-hee), a
South korean film sales agent who has just been
fired by her female boss of five years. Claire and
Manhee team up and prowl around the seaside resort city, taking pictures and uncovering the circumstances that may have led to Manhee’s
sudden dismissal. “Easy on the eye and strewn
with humorous gems.” –Hollywood Reporter.
Cleveland premiere. Subtitles. DCP. 69 min.

saturday, May 26, at 7:00 pm
resToreD laurel & harDY shorTs
See 5/24 at 6:45 for description

saturday, June 2, at 8:30 pm &
sunday, June 3, at 8:00 pm
50th anniversary!
The GreaT silence
iL GRAnDE SiLEnZiO
italy/France, 1968, Sergio Corbucci

saturday, May 26, at 8:45 pm &
sunday, May 27, at 4:00 pm
film classics in 35mm!
stéphane audran, 1932-2018
babeTTe’s feasT
BABETTES GÆSTEBUD
Denmark, 1987, Gabriel Axel

This Oscar-winning classic ushered in a wave of
food movies that hasn’t abated yet. (According to
The NY Times, it’s also Pope Francis’ favorite
film.) Stéphane Audran (who died in March) plays
a 19th-century French exile who hides her past
as a gourmet chef when she becomes housekeeper and cook for two elderly, unmarried sisters
who head an ascetic, pious Protestant community
in remote Denmark. From an isak Dinesen story.
Subtitles. 103 min. Special admission $11; members, CIA & CSU I.D. holders, and those age 25
& under $8. No passes, twofers, or radio winners.
sunday, May 27, at 6:30 pm
blaDe runner: The final cuT
USA, 1982/2007, Ridley Scott

The 25th-anniversary edition of Blade Runner was
the only one on which director Ridley Scott had
total artistic control. it restores footage that was cut
out of earlier versions, and is the definitive edition
of this visionary sci-fi classic. Set in a dystopian
2019 Los Angeles, Blade Runner tells of a weary
ex-cop (Harrison Ford) who is enlisted to track
down and terminate four mutinous androids (“replicants”) who have come to Earth to meet their
maker. With Rutger Hauer, Sean Young, Edward
James Olmos, et al. Restored 4k DCP. 117 min.
See next blurb for Blade Runner’s 2017 sequel.
sunday, May 27, at 8:45 pm
blaDe runner 2049
See 5/25 at 8:40 for description

MaY 31 – June 3

Thursday, May 31, at 6:30 pm &
friday, June 1, at 9:20 pm
Manila in The claWs of liGhT
aka MAniLA in THE CLAWS OF DARknESS
MAYniLA SA MGA kUkO nG LiWAnAG
Philippines, 1975, Lino Brocka

Sometimes called the greatest Filipino film ever
made, Lino Brocka’s breakthrough drama was revived in 2013 as a “Cannes Classic” and has a
100% critics’ rating on Rotten Tomatoes. A provincial fisherman moves to Marcos-era Manila to find
his girlfriend who has disappeared there. But he
is unprepared for the harsh, squalid, sordid living
conditions in the big city. in this movie, Brocka,
who died in a 1991 car crash at age 51, added a
social consciousness to the usual soapy ingredients of Filipino melodramas (sex, violence, sensationalism, and sentiment). The result was
“devastating” (Time Out). Cleveland revival premiere. Subtitles. Restored 4k DCP. 125 min.

“The greatest spaghetti western ever made,” according to Repo Man director Alex Cox, was
never released in America until March of this year.
(However, in 2012 we presented one screening
of an English-dubbed version of it in a 35mm print
from Europe.) klaus kinski (Aguirre, Fitzcarraldo)
plays a vicious bounty hunter who locks horns
with a mute gunslinger (Jean-Louis Trintignant of
L’Amour and The Conformist) in the snowy mountains of Utah during the Great Blizzard of 1899.
Music by Ennio Morricone. Cleveland revival premiere. Subtiles. Restored DCP. 105 min.

sunday, June 3, at 4:15 pm
sons of The DeserT
USA, 1933, William A. Seiter

Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy play henpecked
husbands who sneak away to attend their fraternal lodge’s annual convention in Chicago. This hilarious comedy—often cited as the duo’s best
feature—is a subversive spoof of men’s fraternal
organizations. Fellow screen comedian Charlie
Chase is hilarious as an obnoxious conventioneer
fond of practical jokes. “Sons of the Desert” was
adopted as the name of the international L&H Appreciation Society, still active. Preceded at 4:15
by Lewis R. Foster’s Berth Marks (1930), an early
sound film in which Stan & Ollie have a series of
misadventures on a passenger train with a sleeping car. Cleveland revival premiere. Restored
DCP. Total 85 min.
sunday, June 3, at 6:30 pm
claire’s caMera
See 6/2 at 7:00 for description
sunday, June 3, at 8:00 pm
The GreaT silence
See 6/2 at 8:30 for description

June 7-10

Thursday, June 7, at 6:45 pm &
sunday, June 10, at 4:15 pm
suMMer inTerluDe
aka iLLiCiT inTERLUDE
SOMMARLEk
Sweden, 1951, ingmar Bergman

in ingmar Bergman’s “breakthrough” film (Pauline
kael), a Stockholm ballerina scarred by tragedy
thinks back on an idyllic summer love affair. “This
evocation of past happiness is one of Bergman’s
most moving films.” –Dictionary of Films. Cleveland
revival premiere. Subtitles. Restored DCP. 96 min.

Thursday, May 31, at 8:55 pm &
friday, June 1, at 7:30 pm
12 DaYs
12 JOURS
France, 2017, Raymond Depardon

Every year in France, 92,000 people are placed
under psychiatric care without their consent. Within
12 days of their confinement, each of these individuals is entitled to a hearing before a judge during which they can advocate for their release. For
the first time ever, a filmmaker (veteran documentarian Raymond Depardon) has been given access
to these closed-door sessions, and what his compassionate camera records is fascinating, heartbreaking, sometimes hilarious, always human.
“Quietly riveting.” –Hollywood Reporter. Cleveland
premiere. Subtitles. DCP. 87 min.
friday, June 1, at 9:20 pm
Manila in The claWs of liGhT
See 5/31 at 6:30 for description

Thursday, June 7, at 8:45 pm &
friday, June 8, at 9:20 pm
original uncut Version!
GanJa & hess
USA, 1973, Bill Gunn

in this African American art-exploitation classic
that was remade by Spike Lee in 2014, a prominent black archaeologist turns into a vampire after
he is stabbed with a ceremonial dagger from an
ancient, bloodthirsty African civilization. Duane
Jones (Night of the Living Dead) stars. “[A] landmark 1973 indie that used vampirism as an ingenious metaphor for black assimilation, white
cultural imperialism and the hypocrisies of organized religion.” –Scott Foundas. Adults only! Restored DCP. 113 min. See 6/10 at 6:30 pm for
another film directed by Bill Gunn.
friday, June 8, at 7:00 pm
siXTY siX
USA, 2015, Lewis klahr

saturday, June 2, at 5:00 pm
a special event!
film classics in 35mm!
JiŘÍ TrnKa: fiVe aniMaTeD shorTs
Czechoslovakia, 1946-1965, Jiří Trnka

Five essential animated shorts spanning Trnka’s
20-year film career illustrate his versatility and political courage. Program includes: Springman and
the SS (Pérák a SS, 1946, co-directed by Jiří
Brdečka, no dialogue), a biting anti-nazi satire;
the whimsical cutout animation Merry Circus
(Veselý circus, 1951, no dialogue); the dystopian
Space Age satire Cybernetic Grandma (Kybernetická babička, 1962, subtitles, DCP); the bawdy
Boccaccio adaptation Archangel Gabriel and Mistress Goose (Archandĕl Gabriel a paní Husa,
1964, no dialogue, DCP); and Trnka’s final masterpiece The Hand (Ruka, 1965, no dialogue), a
powerful allegory on artistic expression and totalitarianism. Total running time 100 min. Special admission $11; members, CIA & CSU I.D. holders,
and those age 25 & under $8. No passes,
twofers, or radio winners.

Thirteen years in the making, this magnum opus
by longtime California collage artist Lewis klahr
is an emotionally fraught, 12-part, stop-motion
dreamscape that poetically fuses images and pop
culture ephemera from the 1960s with Greek
mythology. “Offers a dizzying display of largely
found images and sounds—culled from old
comics, ads, magazine layouts, songs and
noises—that together form a kind of cinematic archaeology of the American unconscious…One of
the finest cinematic achievements of the year and
a terrific introduction to Mr. klahr’s work.” –NY
Times. Cleveland premiere. DCP. 90 min.
friday, June 8, at 9:20 pm
GanJa & hess
See 6/7 at 8:45 for description

saturday, June 9, at 5:00 pm
film classics in 35mm!
imported archival print!
a MiDsuMMer niGhT’s DreaM
SEn nOCi SVATOJÁnSkÉ
Czechoslovakia, 1959, Jiří Trnka

Three years in production, Trnka’s final feature is
one of his grandest visions—a bewitching adap-

tation of Shakespeare’s dreamy romantic fantasy,
narrated in English by Richard Burton and Alec
McCowen. Color and scope. 72 min. Preceded at
5:00 by Trnka’s 20-min. slapstick sagebrush
spoof Song of the Prairie (Arie prerie, 1949, no
dialogue, DCP). Special admission $12; members, CIA & CSU I.D. holders, and those age 25
& under $9. No passes, twofers, or radio winners.

saturday, June 9, at 7:00 pm
TiMe reGaineD
LE TEMPS RETROUVÉ
France/italy/Portugal, 1999, Raúl Ruiz

Catherine Deneuve, Emmanuelle Béart, Vincent
Perez, John Malkovich, and Chiara Mastroianni
head an all-star cast in this luxurious, acclaimed
epic by the late Chilean-born surrealist Raúl Ruiz.
Ruiz attempts the impossible here: a film version of
Marcel Proust’s seven-volume novel In Search of
Lost Time/Remembrance of Things Past. The miracle is that he succeeds so well, turning Proust’s
elegy to lost time into a baroque kaleidoscope of
characters and incidents—both real and fictional—
appearing before the eyes of a dying writer. Cleveland revival premiere. Subtitles. Restored DCP. 163
min. Special admission $11; members, CIA & CSU
I.D. holders, and those age 25 & under $8. No
passes, twofers, or radio winners.
sunday, June 10, at 4:15 pm
suMMer inTerluDe
See 6/7 at 6:45 for description

sunday, June 17, at 4:15 pm
The WorK
USA, 2017, Jairus McLeary, Gethin Aldous

Spend part of Father’s Day in California’s Folsom
State Prison with some tough, tattooed men whose
crimes and incarceration may be traceable to absent or withholding dads. This rapturously reviewed
documentary finds these maximum-security inmates participating in an intense, four-day group
therapy session designed to help them control their
rage and get in touch with their feelings. They are
also called on to help three troubled strangers from
the outside world who have voluntarily joined their
circle. Has a 100% critics’ rating on RottenTomatoes. “Emotionally riveting…The most powerful
group therapy ever caught on camera.” –Indiewire.
Cleveland theatrical premiere. DCP. 89 min.

sunday, June 17, at 6:30 pm
film classics in 35mm!
booGie niGhTs
USA, 1997, Paul Thomas Anderson

A young L.A. dishwasher (Mark Wahlberg) becomes an adult movie superstar during the porn
industry’s 1970s-1980s heyday in Paul Thomas
Anderson’s entertaining, accomplished breakthrough film The stellar cast includes Don Cheadle, Heather Graham, Philip Seymour Hoffman,
William H. Macy, Julianne Moore, John C. Reilly,
and Burt Reynolds. Adults only! Scope. 155 min.
Special admission $12; members, CIA & CSU I.D.
holders, and those age 25 & under $9. No
passes, twofers, or radio winners.

June 21-24

sunday, June 10, at 6:30 pm
personal probleMs
USA, 1980, Bill Gunn

Two pioneering African American artists, writer ishmael Reed and filmmaker Bill Gunn (Ganja & Hess;
see 6/7 at 8:45), collaborated on this unique “experimental soap opera” that aspired to capture
working-class African American life in nYC at the
start of the 1980s. Funded by an nEA grant and
shot on video for public television, the film ended
up being broadcast only in new York and San Francisco in 1982, and faded into oblivion after that.
newly resurrected and restored, Personal Problems stars longtime radio commentator and self-described “culinary griot” Vertamae Grosvenor as a
married nurse having a mid-life affair with a musician. Though the movie is raw, untidy, and shapeless, it’s also a unique cultural artifact that presents
“a view of African Americans that’s messy, complicated, dramatic, and, most important, honest” (Village Voice ). Cleveland premiere. Restored DCP.
165 min. Special admission $11; members, CIA &
CSU I.D. holders, and those age 25 & under $8. No
passes, twofers, or radio winners.

June 14-17

Thursday, June 14, at 6:45 pm &
saturday, June 16, at 9:00 pm
basKeT case
USA, 1982, Frank Henenlotter

This horror-comedy, one of the earliest midnight
movie hits, has been recently restored by none
other than the Museum of Modern Art! Shot independently in nYC, it’s an often disgusting spectacle that follows once-conjoined twin brothers—one
normal, one deformed—as they seek revenge on
the doctors who separated them against their will.
“[it’s] like Herschell Gordon Lewis directing Freaks
on the set of Taxi Driver.” –American Genre Film
Archive. Adults only! Cleveland revival premiere.
Restored 4k DCP. 91 min.
Thursday, June 14, at 8:40 pm &
friday, June 15, at 7:15 pm!
suMMer WiTh MoniKa
aka MOnikA
SOMMAREn MED MOnikA
Sweden, 1953, ingmar Bergman

Originally distributed in America as a Swedish sex
film (it even played drive-ins and was seized by
the LAPD vice squad), this early ingmar Bergman
drama chronicles a summertime love affair that
turns sour when the season and setting change.
20-year-old Harriet Andersson, in the first of her
many Bergman roles, plays the wild, impulsive girl
whose unfettered sexuality leaves tragedy in its
wake. Cleveland revival premiere. Subtitles. Restored DCP. 96 min.

friday, June 15, at 9:15 pm &
saturday, June 16, at 6:30 pm
The leGenD of The holY DrinKer
LA LEGGEnDA DEL SAnTO BEViTORE
italy/France, 1988, Ermanno Olmi

Despite winning the top prize at the 1988 Venice
Film Festival and four italian “Oscars” (including
best film and best director), this major work from
the director of Il Posto and The Tree of Wooden
Clogs was never distributed in the U.S. until now.
Based on a novella by Joseph Roth, the movie
stars Rutger Hauer as a drunken, homeless exile
in Paris who is given 200 francs by an elderly
stranger who asks only that he repay the money
to a local church when he can afford to do so. The
gift reverses the tramp’s fortunes, but his new material comforts distract him from meeting his financial obligation. Cleveland premiere. Subtitles.
Restored DCP. 127 min.
saturday, June 16, at 5:00 pm
World War i + 100
behinD The Door
USA, 1919, irvin V. Willat

One of the most shocking of all First World Warera “revenge” silent films has been newly constituted from the two existing prints and restored
with color tints and a new music score. The movie
focuses on a working class American of German
descent who is so persecuted by his fellow citizens during the war that he enlists and goes to
sea to fight his former countrymen. With Wallace
Beery. “The most outspoken of all the vengeance
films.” –kevin Brownlow. Cleveland revival premiere. Restored DCP. 70 min.
saturday, June 16, at 6:30 pm
The leGenD of The holY DrinKer
See 6/15 at 9:15 for description
saturday, June 16, at 9:00 pm
basKeT case
See 6/14 at 6:45 for description

Thursday, June 21, at 6:30 pm &
saturday, June 23, at 5:00 pm
sMiles of a suMMer niGhT
SOMMARnATTEnS LEEnDE
Sweden, 1955, ingmar Bergman

ingmar Bergman’s wise and witty love roundelay,
set in and around a Swedish country house at the
turn of the last century, focuses on four men and
four women who pair off in various combinations
during one sensual midsummer weekend. This
magnificent valentine to lovers, fools, and dreamers
was the basis for Stephen Sondheim’s musical A
Little Night Music. With Gunnar Björnstrand, Eva
Dahlbeck, and Harriet Andersson. Cleveland revival premiere. Subtitles. Restored DCP. 108 min.

English occupiers became a freedom fighter.
named the second best film of 2017 by Cahiers du
cinema magazine. Music by igorrr. Cleveland premiere. Subtitles. DCP. 115 min.

sunday, June 24, at 6:30 pm
film classics in 35mm!
Tenth anniversary!
The DarK KniGhT
USA/Uk, 2008, Christopher nolan

The Joker (an indelibly creepy Heath Ledger, who
won the Oscar) wreaks havoc throughout Gotham
City, and a no-nonsense Batman (Christian Bale)
does damage control, in one of the best—and
darkest—comic book movies ever made. Michael
Caine, Aaron Eckhart, Morgan Freeman, Maggie
Gyllenhaal, and Gary Oldman co-star in this modern action classic, shown here on real film, as director Christopher nolan prefers. Scope. 152 min.
Special admission $12; members, CIA & CSU I.D.
holders, and those age 25 & under $9. No passes,
twofers, or radio winners.

June 28 – JulY 1

Thursday, June 28, at 6:45 pm &
sunday, July 1, at 4:00 pm
hiTler’s hollYWooD
Germany, 2017, Rüdiger Suchsland

This new documentary suggests that the Third
Reich was essentially an immersive movie starring the German nation, produced and directed
by Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels. it supports this thesis with a wealth of film clips selected
from the more than 1000 feature films the nazis
produced between 1933 and 1945—musicals,
melodramas, romances, costume dramas, and
war films, some of them insanely lavish. With
Hans Albers, Zarah Leander, et al. Cleveland premiere. Subtitles. DCP. 105 min.
Thursday, June 28, at 8:50 pm &
sunday, July 1, at 6:30 pm
a sTorY froM chiKaMaTsu
aka CRUCiFiED LOVERS
CHikAMATSU MOnOGATARi
Japan, 1954, kenji Mizoguchi

kenji Mizoguchi’s exquisite, heartbreaking adaptation of a 17th-century puppet theatre play by
Chikamatsu Monzaemon (Japan’s Shakespeare)
tells of two illicit lovers who flee their wrathful society, but later return to face the music. Masterfully photographed by kazuo Miyagawa; one of
the great director’s best films. Subtitles. Restored
4k DCP. 102 min.
no earlY filM fri., 6/29

friday, June 29, at 9:00 pm
rise of The planeT of The apes
USA/Uk/Canada, 2011, Rupert Wyatt

Thursday, June 21, at 8:40 pm &
saturday, June 23, at 7:10 pm
sansho The bailiff
SAnSHO DAYU
Japan, 1954, kenji Mizoguchi

Critic Robin Wood once called this sublime
Japanese drama “the greatest movie i have ever
seen.” Set in 11th-century Japan, kenji Mizoguchi’s masterpiece focuses on an aristocratic
family that is divided, exiled, and sold into slavery.
They struggle to reunite over many years. This
deeply moving saga boasts epic sweep and great
formal beauty, and advocates persuasively for
empathy, justice, and mercy. Cleveland revival
premiere. Restored 4k DCP. Subtitles. 124 min.
friday, June 22, at 7:00 pm
pink floyd x 2!
More
W. Germany/France/Luxembourg, 1969,
Barbet Schroeder

The first two features directed by Barbet
Schroeder (a producer and occasional actor associated with the French new Wave) were hippieera dramas with original music by Pink Floyd. Part
head trip and part travelogue, these color movies
were shot by the great néstor Almendros (Days
of Heaven) and we show both of them tonight. in
More, drug addiction poisons an idyllic summer
sojourn on ibiza for a recent German college
graduate and his American girlfriend (Mimsy
Farmer). Cleveland revival premiere. Subtitles.
Restored DCP. 112 min. See next blurb.
friday, June 22, at 9:15 pm
pink floyd x 2!
The ValleY (obscureD bY clouDs)
LA VALLÉE
France, 1972, Barbet Schroeder

Barbet Schroeder’s second collaboration with
Pink Floyd and ace cinematographer néstor Almendros (see previous blurb) stars his future
wife, Bulle Ogier. She plays a French woman who
ventures into the remote wilds of new Guinea in
search of a mysterious hidden valley and the
plumage of a rare exotic bird. Along the way she
makes contact with other hippie seekers and a
tribe of “uncivilized” natives. “Succulent.” –Time
Out Film Guide. Cleveland revival premiere. Subtitles. Restored DCP. 106 min.
saturday, June 23, at 5:00 pm
sMiles of a suMMer niGhT
See 6/21 at 6:30 for description
saturday, June 23, at 7:10 pm
sansho The bailiff
See 6/21 at 8:40 for description

saturday, June 23, at 9:35 pm &
sunday, June 24, at 4:00 pm
JeanneTTe: The chilDhooD of Joan
of arc
JEAnnETTE, L’EnFAnCE DE JEAnnE D’ARC
France, 2017, Bruno Dumont

Master French filmmaker Bruno Dumont continues
to confound expectations. The austere, unsparing
director of such somber, quasi-religious parables
as The Life of Jesus and Humanité turned to silly,
sometimes stomach-churning slapstick in his last
two works, Li’l Quinquin and Slack Bay. now he has
transformed the early life of one of France’s most
beloved heroines and icons into a musical! Dumont
imagines how a young, 15th-century peasant girl
who saw religious visions and resented France’s

cineMaTheQue sTaff
Director: John Ewing
Assistant Director: Tim Harry
Projectionists: Mike Glazer,
Tom Sedlak, Les Vince
Box Office: Steve Fitch, Brandon Lichvar,
Maeve Mcnamara, noelani Ross,
Genevieve Schwartz,
MJ Tigert, Jace Vidumsky

Twentieth Century Fox’s three-part reboot of its
popular Planet of the Apes series was not only
hugely popular and profitable, but also constitutes
one of the most acclaimed film series of this century. We show all three movies tonight and tomorrow. The first installment introduces us to Caesar,
a chimpanzee raised by humans (and played in all
three films by Andy Serkis in an amazing motion
capture performance). Super intelligent because
of an anti-Alzheimer’s drug being developed by his
geneticist owner (James Franco), Caesar soon
outgrows his status as a “pet,” and takes matters
into his own furry hands. With Freida Pinto, John
Lithgow, Brian Cox, and Terry notary. “i don’t know
when it happened, but it happened…The Planet of
the Apes movies became the most vital and resonant big-budget film series in the contemporary
movie firmament. –Village Voice. 4k DCP. 110 min.
Series continues on Sat., 6/30.

saturday, June 30, at 5:00 pm &
sunday, July 1, at 8:35 pm
film classics in 35mm!
rare hitchcock!
Mr. anD Mrs. sMiTh
USA, 1941, Alfred Hitchcock

A rarely shown outlier in Alfred Hitchcock’s filmography (since it’s not a thriller), this delightfully screwball romantic comedy stars Carole Lombard and
Robert Montgomery as a quarrelsome couple who
discover that their three-year marriage isn’t legal.
Will they make it right or just call the whole thing
off? not to be confused with the 2005 Brangelina
movie, which is not a remake. “An underrated, endearing farce…inspired performances and crackling dialogue.” –VideoHound’s Golden Movie
Retriever. 95 min. Special admission $11; members, CIA & CSU I.D. holders, and those age 25 &
under $8. No passes, twofers, or radio winners.

saturday, June 30, at 7:00 pm
DaWn of The planeT of The apes
USA/Uk/Canada, 2014, Matt Reeves

The second film in the acclaimed Planet of the
Apes reboot series is set ten years after the
events of the first movie (see 6/29 at 9:00). The
“virus” that has rendered apes intelligent and humans mostly dead leads to an uneasy truce between Caesar’s simian minions and surviving
homo sapiens. With Gary Oldman, Andy Serkis,
Jason Clarke, keri Russell, and Terry notary.
“Gives you a lot to think, and even to care, about.”
–A.O. Scott, NY Times. 4k DCP. 130 min.
saturday, June 30, at 9:30 pm
War for The planeT of The apes
USA/Canada/new Zealand, 2017, Matt Reeves

The thrilling, epic conclusion to the Planet of the
Apes reboot series (see previous blurb and 6/29
at 9:00) finds simian leader Caesar (Andy Serkis)
facing off against a ruthless, rogue U.S. military
Colonel (Woody Harrelson). At stake is the future
of their respective species—and of the planet itself. “May have the body of an action film, but it
has the soul of an art-house drama and the brains
of a political thriller.” –Washington Post. “[An] improbably magnificent film.” –Wall St. Journal. 4k
DCP. 140 min.
sunday, July 1, at 4:00 pm
hiTler’s hollYWooD
See 6/28 at 6:45 for description

sunday, July 1, at 6:30 pm
a sTorY froM chiKaMaTsu
See 6/28 at 8:50 for description
sunday, July 1, at 8:35 pm
Mr. anD Mrs. sMiTh
See 6/30 at 5:00 for description

